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Abstract

The traditional view of the Canadian economy from the late-nineteenth century onward has been one of

failure relative to the United States. A great deal of recent literature has attempted to restore the reputation

of Canadian manufacturers and entrepreneurs, by challenging the claims of manufacturing productivity gaps

and efficient input responses. However, Canadian failure relative to the United States is clearly visible in

comparisons of real output per capita and labour productivity. In a contextual shift, this paper examines

the Canadian experience of the late-nineteenth/early-twentieth century in relation to another ‘settler econ-

omy’, Australia. Despite the logical potential for comparative analysis, until now there has been no detailed

quantitative comparison between Canada and other resource abundant, low population density countries of

European settlement.

Creation of a long-run, sectorally disaggregated, PPP adjusted Canadian/Australian productivity series

reveals that the Canadian economy was characterised by comparatively strong and sustained growth in real

output per capita and labour productivity. Particular focus in this research is given to the question of why

Canada was so successful relative to Australia. Results indicate that staple exports, technology transfer

from abroad and proximity to the United States were significant factors. This paper takes a first step in

estimating the importance of these relevant factors.



I Introduction

A long running debate (often termed the ‘British Failure Hypothesis’) has surrounded the failure of Britain to

stay ahead of early challengers like the United States and Germany. British failure (as argued by McCloskey)

centred on 3 factors: a lack of demand, a failure to invest domestically and an entrepreneurial failure.1 This

perceived failure was often based on Britain’s declining position in industry and exhibited in statistics on

output and labour productivity. In hindsight, the United States’ large homogeneous market and potential

for structural and technological change made its early 20th century rise as industrial leader a likely outcome.

Unsurprisingly, the 19th century Canadian economy is also argued to have under-performed relative to

the United States. Observers have pointed fingers at Canadian entrepreneurs, particularly in manufacturing,

who they felt lacked innovative effort and/or ability. This entrepreneurial failure (which I refer to as the

‘Canadian Failure Hypothesis’) was advocated by various authors and focused on the lack of responsiveness

amongst Canadian manufacturers in adapting production decisions to domestic market conditions.2 Namely,

Canadian entrepreneurs failed to act in a manner consistent with theories of cost minimisation and induced

innovation.

A great deal of recent literature has successfully attempted to restore the reputation of Canadian relative

to American entrepreneurs, by challenging the claims of inefficient input responses in Canadian manufac-

turing.3 However, Canadian failure relative to the United States is still clearly visible in comparisons of

real output per capita and labour productivity. The calculation of Total Factor Productivity and the use of

advanced econometric techniques still leaves the casual observer asking questions of Canadian entrepreneurs.

The ‘unusual dynamic performance of the United States economy’, as Broadberry et. al. (forthcoming) puts

it, will always obscure the Canada-U.S. comparison (as well as any other comparison with the United States).

Although some studies have exonerated Canadian entrepreneurs using more comprehensive measurement

techniques this paper is a shift in the comparative framework. Various endowments provided the United

States with the perfect conditions for an early and rapid industrialisation along with substantial labour

and total factor productivity growth. In terms of invention, innovation or expanding production through

economies of scale, other settler economies such as Canada, Australia and Argentina seemed to lack the

dynamism that the large domestic markets of the United States provided. Even the more established Eu-

ropean industrialisers failed to match the success of the United States in the early 20th century. Hence,

It is unrealistic that Canadian manufacturers could have kept pace with their American counterparts in

terms of output, productivity or innovation. A central goal of this paper is to challenge the legitimacy of a

‘Canadian Failure Hypothesis’ by shifting focus from a comparison between Canada and the United States

to one between Canada and Australia.

Figure 1 displays real GDP per capita for several countries relative to the United States (see the ap-

pendix for a comparison relative to Canada). In 1870 there was a great disparity in relative output per

capita. Canada progressed rapidly, virtually eliminating this gap by WWI. After WWII Canada was able

to overtake Australia in terms of aggregate real output per capita, something that was not accomplished

relative to the United States. This comparison highlights the problem in focussing studies of Canada on the

1See McCloskey (1971)
2some examples include Naylor (1975), Williams (1982), Watkins (1970), and Levitt (1970)
3key examples include Wylie (1986; 1989; 1990), Keay (2000a; 2000b), Inwood & Keay (2005), as well as various other

publications by these authors
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United States. When compared with Australia there is little evidence suggestive of a productivity shortfall

attributable to Canadian manufacturers and entrepreneurs.

The final goal of this paper is to explain relative Canadian success by unifying various narratives on Cana-

dian growth in the existing literature. Typical explanations surround the proximity to the United States,

quality of institutions, openness to trade, adoption of new technology and importance of staple exports. An

attempt will be made to quantify these potential explanations for Canadian success relative to Australia.

II Existing Literature

The most useful countries for comparison with Canada are: Australia, Argentina, New Zealand & South

Africa. Similarities between these countries include their land & resource abundance, staples based devel-

opment, smaller markets, lower potential for economies of scale, high real income per capita and European

institutions. Despite these similarities only cursory attempts have been made to analyse any of these coun-

tries in combination. For example, a recent working paper by Gonzalez and Viego (2009) used aggregate

output data from Maddison (2006) to determine the causes of Canada’s relative rise over Argentina during

the period 1870-2000. It identified the post-WWII period as the key point where Canada pulled away from

Argentina. It offered as an explanation the geographical advantage of being located close to the United

States and the fact that Canada shifted its export policy towards the United States in the 1930s. Two

problems arise in this analysis. Firstly, little quantitative evidence supports the claim of increased openness

during the late 1930s as a break in relative policy between the two countries. Following the Great Depres-

sion, Canada shifted its favourable tariff policies towards Britain and other commonwealth countries at the

Ottawa conference of 1932. Customs collected on United States imports were actually lower than those on

British imports before the 1930s. Secondly, trade policy in Canada did not face a single abrupt shock that

might explain divergence so conclusively. Although the United States did not become the primary export

destination for Canada until after WWII, there was a rapid increase in the relative significance of United

States trade during the early 20th century. More importantly, technology transfer via imports from the

United States may have played a bigger role in Canadian growth than access to the United States market.

Gonzalez and Viego also fail to acknowledge the fact that although Argentina was on the rise in the pre-war

period it still lagged Canada and much of its pre-WWI success could be attributable to catch-up growth. It

should be emphasised that this study uses only aggregate Maddison (2010) output data and does not take

account of any sectoral patterns in output growth or productivity. As a result there is no way to discern if

relative patterns were attributable to resource abundance, productivity in manufacturing or various other

explanations.

A paper by Villarroya (2004) also attempted to determine the date of the divergence in these three

economies. The conclusion was that Argentina started to fall behind Canada after 1896 and Australia in

1899. This might suggest the wheat boom in Canada played a major factor in this process. The 1890s

global downturn was also significant and this research suggests that both Canada and Australia were able to

rebound better than Argentina from this depression. This date fits with a traditional view of the Canadian

economy being stagnant before the emergence of prairie wheat. Although this paper is concerned more with
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the timing of a divergence than explaining the underlying factors in diverging success, even casual obser-

vation of Maddison’s data suggests a much earlier date than 1899 must have been significant in Canada

catching-up on Australia. Since there was no sectoral analysis undertaken the results tell us little about the

comparison, especially on Canadian growth in the 1880s and the importance of the rising industrial sector

in Canada. Furthermore, the 1920s and the post-WWII periods stand out both historically and in the data

but are not adequately addressed.

An interesting study by Greasley & Oxley (1998) highlights the significance of the link between Canada

and the United States. Essentially, the reasons for Canada’s relatively superior performance over Australia

are threefold but all centre on the Abramovitz concept of ‘social capability’.4 Firstly, they argue that the

institutional framework varied between Canada and Australia, with the United States influencing Canadian

institutions and Britain influencing Australian institutions. This argument then draws on the ‘British Fail-

ure Hypothesis’ by assuming United States institutions in education and labour markets were superior for

growth. Secondly, they argue that both exports to and imports from the United States grew very early

in the 20th century for Canada while Australian trade remained focussed on Britain. Thirdly, there were

high levels of United States foreign direct investment in Canadian manufacturing in the early-20th century.

While Australia also received substantial investment, this came from Britain and was in the more benign

form of portfolio investment. Both the imports of goods and capital intertwined with technology transfer and

Canada’s improved ‘social capability’ allowing it to inherit some of the rapid growth of the United States.

Empirical analysis uses real GDP per capita after 1870 to prove that Canada was converging to the United

States while Australia was converging to Britain. The authors feel these divergent paths of convergence

evidence the divergent ‘social capabilities’ of Canada and Australia.

The Greasley & Oxley study is convincing in its qualitative argument but more quantitative evidence is

needed to support its conjectures. As in the other papers, there is no sectoral analysis undertaken. There is

no exploration of whether manufacturing was more successful in Canada due to the direct investment of the

United States. The role of resources and trade policy is not adequately addressed. There is no comparison

of efficiency or productivity and, although factor flows are mentioned in the context of convergence, there

is no direct evidence of possible technology or skill transfer via capital and labour flows. The role of ‘social

capability’ in terms of technology transfer is not supported by any evidence on patenting, R&D investment

or other measure of technological diffusion. Hence, although this study goes the farthest in providing some

explanation on Canadian success relative to other comparable settler economies it remains speculative and

untested.

III Data and Methods

III.1 Canadian Time Series

Analysing productivity trends in the Canadian economy back to the 19th century requires a time series on

output and employment by sector. Obtaining this is not a trivial task as there is no long run output series

connecting the pre- and post-war data. Moreover, sectoral data on real output prior to the Second World

4Abramovitz (1986)
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War are only available after 1935 in Urquhart (1965). Nominal output data are available by sector from

Urquhart (1986) but must be deflated. Hence, the first task was to extend the nominal output series up to

1935. This was relatively straight forward using nominal GDP by sector from Urquhart (1965) covering the

period 1926 to 1976. The second, less straight forward task, is to deflate output by sector.

Urquhart does not make any attempt to deflate his sectoral data. Instead, the fixed capital component

of his aggregate series is deflated using a cost of capital index and the remaining component of the aggregate

series is deflated using the Consumer Price Index. These two real components are then combined to form

aggregate real output. Ideally, one could create a series of real output for each sector from 1870 to 1935

by deflating both the intermediate inputs and gross output through a method of double deflation. Realis-

tically, I have opted to follow Altman (1992) in deflating value added in each sector separately using the

most appropriate wholesale price index available. The deflated real GDP series by sector are then combined

to get aggregate real output. Altman perceives this method as an improvement on Urquhart (1986) and

uses it for the purpose of analysing patterns in aggregate GDP. Unlike Altman I attach no significance to

differences in the aggregate series and utilise this technique in the absence of an alternative, with the goal

of analysing the sectoral series. The aggregate series created from Altman’s deflated sectoral data is a close

enough approximation to Urquhart’s deflated aggregate series, providing support for the validity of Altman’s

sectoral series.

Thus, the next step was to create various price series by sector that could be used to generate a real GDP

series up to 1935 where it could be linked with the real GDP series found in Urquhart (1965). Fortunately,

many of the original sources used by Altman to construct the wholesale price series up to 1926 actually

cover a longer period and can be used to extend many of the sectors beyond 1926.5 I will skip the detailed

description of each series and how it was deflated as this is explained in length in Altman (1992). Where it

was impossible to extend Altman’s data directly I have chosen the most appropriate wholesale price series

available.6

The final step was to bring the sectoral real GDP series up to the present period. This was done using

several editions of the Canadian Economic Observer. The data on real GDP have been organised into a series

for the aggregate economy and for the three main sectors of agriculture, industry and services. The data are

also available at a more disaggregated level but have been organised for ease of international comparisons.

Agriculture includes arable, forestry & fisheries; Industry includes mining, manufacturing & construction;

Services acts as a residual including all remaining categories, and includes house rents.7

Sectoral employment is available only for decennial census years in the pre-war period. I have followed

Urquhart (1986) in using Firestone (1958) and Urquhart (1965) for employment by sector.8 The number

of individuals gainfully occupied by sector is available annually after 1946 from Buckley, K. A. H. et. al.

(1983). The output and employment data are then used to calculate productivity per worker by major sector.

5For example, see McInnis(1986) for the series on an agriculture price deflator, Green(1986) for the series on transportation
prices, etc...

6See Buckley, K. A. H. et. al. (1983) “Historical Statistics of Canada - Edition 2” section K for various wholesale price series
7examples of services include distributive trades, communication, transportation, gas, water & electricity, professional ser-

vices, etc...
8There are large criticisms surrounding data found in Firestone (1958) due to a lack of supporting evidence. I have very

limited use of Firestone (1958) and have followed Urquhart (1986) in accepting this data as the best estimates available
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III.2 Australian Time Series

Australian data on real GDP by sector are, somewhat, more conveniently provided in the widely used series

by Butlin (1962). Although no data on real output exist from 1939 to 1949, post-war data on real out-

put are available from the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics (later the Australian Bureau of

Statistics) up to the present period. The difficulty in creating a long-run series of real output by sector for

the Australian economy is primarily in linking pre- and post-war data. Haig (2001) provides a link but this

raises the question over the use of Butlin’s data rather than Haig’s data for the pre-war period. Given the

lack of options I have followed Broadberry & Irwin (2007) by linking pre- and post-war data using Haig’s

alternative series.

Haig (2001) provides two sets of data, one for the period up to 1911 and the other for the period from

1911 to 1949. Broadberry (2007) suggests Haig’s data prior to WWI does not demonstrate the correct-cross

country comparisons consistent with key historical events. As a result, I have utilised Butlin (1962) for

pre-1911 data and spliced this to Haig’s second data set after 1911. Thus, my series relies on the patterns

in Butlin’s data before WWI and those in Haig’s data from WWI until WWII. This approach produces a

series that is extremely consistent with successive versions of Maddison (1982, 1991, 1995, 2001, 2003) data

based on backward projection from a present benchmark.

Annual employment at the sectoral level after 1891 is available from Butlin & Dowie (1969) and before

1891 from Haig (1989).9 Data on the total workforce (gainfully occupied) are available only in decennial

format after 1891. As a result I have chosen to use average annual employment. This differs from Canadian

employment data on the number of individuals gainfully occupied. Hence, Australian data will understate

employment relative to Canadian data. This is acceptable as any bias appears small and will be in favour

of Australian labour productivity.

One issue that exists in both the Australian output and employment data is the shift from calendar

years up to 1900 to fiscal years starting in July from 1900/1901. Since Canadian data are given either for

calendar years or for fiscal years ending in March (which provides a closer approximation to calendar years),

I have averaged the connecting fiscal year data for Australia to represent the calendar year. For example,

the data for 1910/1911 and 1911/1912 are averaged together to represent calendar year 1911. Previous

analysis has treated fiscal year 1910/1911 as though it was calendar year 1911 for means of cross-country

comparison.10 In the Canada-Australia comparison, this method produces more extreme swings in relative

output and employment, notably surrounding the Great Depression. The approach I have taken produces a

greater consistency with data provided by Maddison (2010).

III.3 Data Accuracy

In my data, evaluation is about confirming that methods of deflating, aggregating and linking such a long-run

series have not inappropriately altered the data. As the method I have employed to get aggregate data is

to combine deflated sectoral data, rather than deflating an aggregated nominal series, the aggregate data on

real GDP per capita for Canada and Australia can be checked by comparing each series to those provided by

9I have used Broadberry & Irwin (2007) which summarises the employment data from these 2 sources
10see Wray (1987) as an example
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Maddison (2010). Hence, to check the accuracy of my sectoral data, each aggregate series has been converted

to an index with the same 1990 base year as Maddison’s data. My relative Canadian/Australian output per

capita series has been benchmarked using Maddison’s Canadian/Australian 1990 PPP observation as well as

the 1990 exchange rate. Figure 2 compares the relative Canadian/Australian aggregate real GDP per capita

series generated from my sectoral data and Maddison’s 1990 PPP (as well as the 1990 exchange rate) with

the original Maddison series. This is not an attempt to demonstrate the finer quality of Maddison’s data

but rather to establish the general validity of my sectoral series.

It should be apparent that although the aggregate real GDP series for Canada and Australia have been

created as sums of real sectoral data they are very close to Maddison’s corresponding data. The only discrep-

ancy of note occurs during the interwar period, directly surrounding the Great Depression. This discrepancy

is likely related to the difference in deflation methods previously discussed. While my sectoral series are de-

flated using wholesale prices (producer prices), the aggregate real GDP series provided by Urquhart (utilised

by Maddison) relies on consumer prices to deflate the majority of the series. Since producer prices lead

consumer prices, and there is a more dramatic fall in producer prices at the onset of the depression, this

reduces the initial collapse in real output in Canada. This results in a relative real GDP series that does not

produce as dramatic a collapse in Canadian/Australian real GDP per capita. Overall the two relative real

GDP per capita series are extremely close providing me with confidence in the accuracy of my sectoral series.

IV Relative Pattern of Economic Progress

Table 1 displays Canadian and Australian real output by sector relative to 1871. Casual observations can be

drawn from the data while keeping in mind that comparative output growth is not always a good predictor

of relative success given that growth often appears quickest in areas or sectors that are relatively behind.

Firstly, Australian agricultural output grew much more rapidly and consistently over several periods. Even

during the draught and depression of the 1890s, Australian real output had increased significantly relative

to its 1871 level. Canadian agricultural growth in real output outpaced Australian growth during the wheat

boom and WWI but this proved to be a short lived phenomenon in the history of the two countries. Shocks

to agriculture in the interwar period were particularly hard felt in Canada. Agricultural output relative to

1871 was substantial for Australia when compared with Canada during the 1920-21 recession and the Great

Depression. After the 1930s Canadian agricultural output recovered very slowly, in contrast to Australia.

The situation was rather different in both industry and services. Both the Barings Crisis of 1890-91,

the 1893 Australian banking crisis and subsequent lack of investment had a persistent impact on Australian

industrial output. Canada also suffered some fluctuations over this period that may be unsurprising given

the large share of foreign investment in Canada coming from the U.K.11 and a similar banking crisis in 1893

impacting the United States. However, an apparent breakthrough occurred in Canadian industry with the

onset of the wheat boom. It was during the period after 1896 that Canada began to display rapid growth

relative to its 1871 level. Hence, it is probable that linkages into industry and investment in infrastructure

needed to support agriculture generated large real output gains in other sectors. Following the wheat boom

11U.K. foreign investment in Canada was still 85% of total foreign investment by 1900
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period, the 1920s also stand out as a period of Canadian success in industry with strong relative growth in

real output. During the 1920s agricultural output growth looked unspectacular in Canada, hence the success

of Canadian industry was not dependant solely on linkages in agriculture.

The most significant sector for Canada in terms of real output relative to 1871 was the service sector. It

was in services, both during the wheat boom and the 1920s, where Canadian real output growth was excep-

tional. The timing of this result does seem to have been related to linkages from other sectors (agriculture

before WWI and industry in the 1920s), changes in trade policy and Canada’s increasing dependence on

United States capital and technology. Interestingly, due to the difficulty in measurement, this is the sector

least discussed in Canadian economic history. If organised efficiently this seems to be the sector that is

most responsive to linkages, foreign investment opportunities and the benefits of an export oriented growth

strategy.

Real output shares by sector are displayed in table 2. The Canadian share of real GDP in agriculture

steadily declined throughout the period (From approx. 40% in the 1870s to approx. 2% in 2007). Although

the share of real output in agriculture also declined in Australia, this decline was more rapid in Canada. By

the 1920s Canada had a smaller share of real output in agriculture than Australia despite having double the

share of real output in agriculture in 1871. The share of real output going to the Canadian industrial sector

remained fairly constant throughout. The story looked very similar in the Australian industrial sector with

only a marginal difference in the two countries after the 1930s.

Meanwhile the share of real output in Canadian services increased very rapidly (from approx. 30% in

the 1870s to approx. 70% by 2007). As early as the 1890s Canada had overtaken Australia in the share of

output going to services. In terms of real output, the 1920s represented a clear break for the two countries

with Canada becoming more industry & service based and less agricultural.

Tables 1 & 2 provide indexes and shares of Canadian employment by sector. It is sometimes forgotten

that Canada suffered from net emigration in the late 19th century as workers pursued opportunities in a

rapidly industrialising United States economy. With the expansion of the prairie wheat frontier in the early

20th century, disaggregated data show that all sectors of the Canadian economy exhibited strong growth of

employment. The service sector was the most striking in this respect. Before WWI Canada had grown far

more in service sector employment than Australia had over the same period. Increased Canadian employ-

ment in services outstripped Australia throughout the 20th century. Growth in industrial employment was

also relatively strong for Canada after WWI.

Relative to Canada, Australian employment shares in agriculture & services were more characteristic

of a developed economy in the late 19th century. However, there were clear changes taking place with a

growing relative share of Canadian employment in industry and services. By the 1930s Canada employed a

comparable share of its workforce in industry. From the 1950s onward Canada employed a larger share of its

workforce in services. Hence, throughout the late-19th and early-20th centuries Canada took major steps in

moving away from a primarily agricultural economy.

Labour productivity indexes are displayed in table 1. Aside from the recession and drought of the 1890s,

Australia maintained extremely high aggregate labour productivity growth throughout the 19th and 20th

centuries. Labour productivity growth in Canadian agriculture looks less spectacular. The 1920/1921 re-

cession (following the wheat boom and WWI) had left Canadian agricultural labour productivity relatively
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unchanged compared with its 1871 level. In contrast, Canadian labour productivity growth in industry and

services after 1871 was impressive. Industrial productivity grew particularly rapidly in Canada, doubling in

the last 30 years of the 19th century. Australian growth after 1891 stagnated and grew little until the 1970s

(this corresponded with the reduction of tariffs and the increased competition that accompanies more open

markets). As a result, while Canadian productivity in industry had increased over nine times its 1871 level

a century later, Australian productivity had only advanced three times its 1871 level.

A similar pattern is revealed in terms of relative service sector productivity. Growth in Canadian ser-

vice sector labour productivity relative to 1871, unlike real output, was significant. In contrast, by 1901

Australian labour productivity in services had declined relative to 1871. Hence, while the wheat boom

contributed a great deal to agricultural output this was extensive growth, marked by increased capital flows

and immigration. The productivity effects seem to have been felt more in the service sector where linkages

generated pure efficiency gains. These results seem to indicate a very productive service sector in Canada,

even during the later period of the 20th century when services came to dominate output shares and the size

of the service sector was extremely large in both countries.

In terms of consistent growth in labour productivity over the period, industry is also a clear winner

for Canada. With the exception of the period around WWI, Canadian labour productivity growth rates

in industry were exceptionally strong, placing doubt on the traditional argument that Canadian industry

was unresponsive, myopic or sluggish in adopting new capital and technology to increase productivity. By

contrast, the industrial sector of Canada comes across as having both impressive growth rates in labour

productivity and as a growing contributor to aggregate labour productivity throughout much of the 20th

century. In summary, real output and labour productivity data suggest a continued focus on agriculture and

staple exports in Australia relative to Canada.

V A Benchmark for 1936/37

Comparison of the Canadian and Australian sectoral indexes on real output and labour productivity in levels

requires both a comparative time series and comparative estimates in a common currency for a benchmark

year. To pin down the comparative long run time series on real output I have constructed a benchmark for

1936/37 where sectoral output is adjusted for purchasing power parity (PPP). Broadberry & Irwin (2007)

have argued that this is necessary given the failings of the exchange rate as a guide for price differences

between countries, especially at the sectoral level where PPPs will vary across sector according to compar-

ative advantage. The 1936/37 benchmark was chosen as this is the earliest date the Australian Bureau of

Statistics published a detailed account of primary and secondary industries that covers quantities and values

of manufactured goods produced12.

Tables 3 - 5 elaborate on the calculation of sectoral PPPs.13 For all sectors the PPPs are based on relative

unit values of goods and services derived from quantities and values of gross output. Data on Canadian unit

values for 1936 are contained in the Historical Statistics of Canada (1965) and the Canada Year Book (1937).

12gross and net values of output for manufacturing are available for much earlier years but quantities are available only for a
limited spread of manufactures

13A more detailed set of tables is shown in the appendix
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Data on Australian unit values for 1936/37 are from the Production Bulletin (1938), the Australian Year

Book (1938) and Butlin (1962). Relative unit values are combined into PPPs for disaggregated sectors14

using either gross output weights or value added weights. For manufacturing relative unit values are first

formed into sub sectors based on the category of manufacturing using gross output weights and then aggre-

gated using value added weights. For Agriculture, value added weights were used to combine sub sectors

but only for the Australian PPP since these were unavailable in the Canadian data. The Canadian PPP for

agriculture combined each sub sector based on gross output weights. This biases the PPP for agriculture up-

wards meaning it understates any Canadian advantage in cheap agricultural unit values. The disaggregated

sectors are then combined into the 3 aggregate sectors (Agriculture, Industry and Services) using Australian

and Canadian value added weights. PPPs using Australian and Canadian value added weights for each

sector are averaged into one PPP per sector by taking the geometric mean. Finally these are combined to

form an aggregate PPP using value added weights.

Since the exchange rate in 1936 was $3.95 CAN / £1 AUS, the PPP for agriculture of 3.59 indicates that

food was relatively cheap in Canada. Agriculture, forestry & fisheries is disaggregated into sub sectors for

arable, fisheries & dairy and pastoral & wool. These sub sectors are aggregated using value added weights for

Australia and gross output weights for Canada. As expected, Canada had comparative advantages in arable

and fisheries & dairy while Australia had a comparative advantage in pastoral & wool. The most significant

agricultural good was wheat which makes up more than one third of both Australian and Canadian gross

agricultural output. Unsurprisingly, Canada had a comparative advantage in wheat with a PPP of 3.5. Hay

& clover were also significant agricultural products for both Canada and Australia making up approximately

one fifth of gross agricultural output in each country. Canada had a comparative advantage in hay & clover

with a PPP of 2.16.

Fruit made up very little of gross agricultural output for either country. Canada had a slight comparative

advantage in fruit production. Fishing was slightly more significant in Canada but represented less than

2% of agricultural output in Australia. Canada was significantly more competitive in fishing. Expectantly,

Australia had a substantial comparative advantage in meat and wool. Wool was the most significant good

in Australia making up approximately 40% of gross output but was insignificant in Canada. All the PPPs

fit in with the history of each country and their expected relative comparative advantage in staple goods for

export.

The PPP of 4.34 for manufacturing indicates that Australian goods were cheaper than Canadian goods in

1936. I believe the explanation for this is related to a shift in Canadian industry towards more value added

manufacturing. More fully manufactured Canadian goods were beginning to compete in export markets in

the United States by 1936. Generally, the share of manufactured goods in exports was rising significantly

after WWI. In this case Canada was likely manufacturing much higher quality goods with higher costs of

production. This can be explored by deflating both the intermediate inputs and the gross outputs from man-

ufacturing by sub-sector. Use of input and output prices and comparison of value added in each sub-sector

would be ideal. Unfortunately this remains a future project. My hypothesis is that many of the comparisons

used in the PPP calculation are misleading since the goods produced are not equivalent.

Another explanation for this might be related to the importance of staple linkages in supporting both

14Disaggregate sectors include: Agriculture, Fishing, Mining, Manufacturing, Construction, Personal & Professional Services,
Transport, House Rents
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a manufacturing sector aimed at the domestic market and one that might produce goods for the export

market. A deeper look into the manufacturing sector PPP might indicate the importance of linkages. Based

on PPPs Australia had a comparative advantage in animal related products, textiles & textile products,

non-metallic minerals, iron & iron products and rubber & rubber products. For Australia only its advantage

in iron products seems consistent with advances outside staples led development and on closer inspection

its advantage in iron was principally from pig iron and direct castings while Canada had an advantage in

automobiles, automobile components and farm implements. In contrast, Canada had a comparative advan-

tage in chemicals & chemical products, non-ferrous metals, wood & paper products and some miscellaneous

industries. Of these industries wood & paper products seem to speak most heavily to Canada’s natural

resource advantages. If both Canada and Australia had been equally successful in developing manufacturing

linkages that stretched beyond the processing of staples then there should have been a far less resource

oriented pattern in Australian manufacturing. It appears here that Canada was able to develop its manu-

facturing in a much more diverse way than Australia. My theory is that Canada’s success was in evolving

its staples linkages into a more diverse type of industrial (and service) led-growth at a much earlier stage

than other resource based economies like Australia, generating manufactured goods for the domestic market

and for export abroad. In a sense, Australia was not fully exploiting linkages from staple resources because

it was not developing a diverse manufacturing sector that could sustain long-run growth while concurrently

imbalancing export production towards its comparative advantage in the staple resource. The results here

provide some evidence of this.

The services PPP of 3.45 indicates a comparative advantage for Canadian services. Data are very lim-

ited in services and these results are based on cost advantages in Canadian railroad transportation and in

personal, professional and domestic services. Canada transitioned much later out of agriculture and into

services but already had comparative advantage in services, driven mainly by relative wage costs and low

transport rates, as early as 1936. Again these results seem to indicate the success of Canada in converting its

early staples led growth of the late 19th century into transportation infrastructure and final demand linkages

in services supporting long-run development.

V.1 1997 Benchmark Crosscheck

As a final check on the validity of the 1936/37 benchmark I have followed Broadberry (2007b) with the

use of additional benchmarks to provide cross-checks on my time series projections. The 1997 benchmark

has been created using data for both value added and sectoral PPPs from the KLEMS database. Table 5

gives the summary of the 1997 PPPs. For the aggregate economy, Canadian real GDP per capita is 116% of

Australian real GDP per capita in 1997 using the 1936/37 benchmark compared with 117% using the 1997

cross check. According to Maddison’s data, Canadian real GDP per capita was 104% of Australian GDP

in 1997, hence my data falls between the Maddison data and the KLEMS data. In either case there is a

very small discrepancy between my data based on the 1936/37 benchmark and alternative data at the 1997

benchmark (or Maddison’s data).

The 1936/37 benchmark is also satisfactory at the sectoral level. In industry, Canadian real GDP per

capita was 128% of Australian real GDP in 1997 using the 1936/37 benchmark. According to the KLEMS
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data Canadian real GDP per capita in industry was 148% of Australian real GDP. This is a discrepancy of

approximately 15%, which seems reasonably acceptable given the greater inaccuracy of sectoral data. For

services, Canadian real GDP per capita was 119% of Australian real GDP in 1997 using the 1936/37 bench-

mark. Canadian real GDP per capita in services was 117% of Australian real GDP per capita according to

the KLEMS data. This implies a discrepancy of about 2% between the two figures. Lastly, real agricultural

output per capita for Canada in 1997 was 44% of Australian real output per capita using the 1936/37 bench-

mark. The KLEMS data indicates Canadian agricultural output was 65% of Australian output in 1997. This

is the largest discrepancy between the two benchmarks and is likely the result of a Canadian/Australian PPP

for agriculture in 1936/37 that is too high. The most likely reason for this is the exclusion of any PPP on

forestry from the calculation. Canada had a significant comparative advantage in lumber but this is not

reflected in the PPP for agriculture. The result will bias my results towards Canada having less comparative

advantage in agriculture than it should. This makes the results of my data using the 1936/37 benchmark an

upper bound on Australian agricultural productivity with the more likely agricultural series being the 1997

benchmark series.

VI PPP Adjusted Real Output Per Capita & Labour Productivity

Comparisons

Figures 3 to 6 display the relative PPP adjusted Canadian/Australian real GDP per capita series based on

the 1936/37 benchmark (The 1997 boundary based on the KLEMS PPP has also been included). Canadian

aggregate real GDP per capita was significantly lower than that of Australia in 1871. Throughout most

of the 1870s real output per capita in Canada fell relative to Australia, reaching a low of approximately

40%. The period directly following the Canadian National Policy (1879) saw Canada begin to catch-up on

Australia in real GDP per capita. Some combination of economic events and policy responses in the 1890s

initiated a period of even more rapid Canadian catch-up in relative GDP per capita. Impressively, Canada

was able to improve its output per person from less than half of the Australian level to parity by WWI.

Following the war, real output per capita in Canada collapsed relative to Australia, reaching a trough in

1921. The post 1920/21 recession saw a revitalised Canadian economy, with Canada making further ground

on Australia until the Great Depression where relative output per capita in Canada had risen well above

the Australian level. The 1930s depression hit Canada much harder than Australia and relative real output

fell back to pre-WWI levels. WWII sparked a relative revival in Canada in terms of real GDP per capita.

From the 1950s onwards there was a gradual slowdown of relative Canadian output growth but a persistent

dominance over the Australian level. Australian catch-up of output per capita did not begin to occur until

the 1980s, likely due to changes in Australian trade policy and greater openness initiated in the 1970s.

The agricultural sector was a consistently productive sector for Australia over the long-run. The 1890s

depression and/or Canadian wheat boom were significant in boosting Canadian real agricultural output per

capita to between 1.5 to 2.5 times the Australian level. The increased volatility in agricultural output of

economies dominated by wheat production is evident from the early 20th century. The effect of the Great

Depression on Canadian agricultural output was also substantial, pushing Canadian real agricultural output
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from its peak to well below that of Australia in only a few years. However, this event looks like a rapid return

to the trend of relative decline in Canadian agriculture that began in the 19th century and was interrupted

by the wheat boom years.

Canadian real industry output per capita was approximately half of the Australian level in 1871. The

1870s saw Canadian industry output per capita fall well below half of the Australian level. From the 1880s

Canada started its upward climb in terms of relative industrial output. Although Canada took a large dip in

relative industrial output per capita both around WWI and the Great Depression, it maintained a significant

advantage over Australia throughout most of the 20th century. Real industrial output per capita in Canada

fluctuated around 40-50% above Australia in the post-war period.

Before the 1880s, real output per capita in Canadian services was only one third of the Australian level.

By the end of WWII Canadian service sector output per capita was close to one and a half times Australian

output per capita. Overall there was a clear upward trend in relative service sector output per capita for

Canada starting in the 1880s, with an interruption around WWI and the Great Depression, levelling off

in the post-war period. The significant pattern in the sectoral data appears to be the success of Canadian

industry and services during the late 19th and early 20th century, reaching peak output levels by WWII.

Although both countries are often argued to have lived and died by their agricultural success (based on

staples resources), for Canada this could not have occurred literally through relative gains in agricultural

output but rather through the gains translated via linkages to the manufacturing and service sectors. Hence,

Canadian staple resources, more so than Australian staples, must have been underwriting future gains in

manufacturing and services and not just a high, but transitory, standard of living. Given the timing of

relative Canadian success it seems likely that some combination of trade policy, technology transfer and

structural change played a big role in this comparative outcome. Australian catch-up in aggregate output

per capita did not begin until the 1990s.15

There are several important features of the PPP adjusted relative labour productivity series that stand

out. Firstly, Canadian aggregate labour productivity from 1871 to 1891 was very low and did not increase

at all relative to Australia. Sectoral analysis reveals that relative Canadian labour productivity was con-

stant in industry and rising marginally in services but falling in agriculture. One possibility could have

been due to the relative protectionist stance of the 1880s and its effect on productivity. Dismantling of the

National Policy Tariffs and increased union with the United States under the Liberals in the 1890s likely

increased competition in manufacturing. Services also likely benefitted from the spillover effects of the grow-

ing domestic manufacturing sector and its agglomeration forming in Ontario and Quebec. Another potential

explanation could be related to foreign technology transfer through growing capital and labour flows.

Secondly, the 1890s also provided several dramatic economic shocks. Australian productivity suffered

from the depression and subsequent lack of investment, as well as a serious drought while Canada entered a

period of booming agricultural expansion. Between 1891 and 1901 Canadian aggregate labour productivity

had risen from 60% to 100% of the Australian level. It is hard to ignore the relationship between timing

of this observation and the expansion of the Western frontier and the rising importance of prairie wheat

in the global market. However, my theory is that Canadian productivity benefitted substantially because

15Relative Canadian labour force participation was increasing from the 1970s to 1990s. This was the reason for the delay in
Australian catch-up of aggregate relative real output per capita until the 1990s. Hence, this result fits with the theory that a
push towards Australian openness to trade in the 1970s was a key event.
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of an emphasis on establishing long-run growth potential in the industrial and service sectors. As a result,

all sectors of Canadian production saw large relative gains in labour productivity over this period. For

whatever reason, the 1890s reflected a structural break in terms of labour productivity for Canada relative

to Australia, supporting literature in both countries which suggests a permanent and opposite shock from

trend growth during this period.

The period from 1901 to WWI saw Canadian aggregate labour productivity growth slowdown relative

to Australia. Both the agricultural and service sectors had bounced back for Australia. Only Canadian

industry had continued its relative productivity growth over the period and was at a local maximum just

before WWI. This is further evidence that Canadian industry before WWI could not have been as inefficient

as has been suggested by some authors. In fact, the Canadian industrial sector after 1891 was always a

positive contributor to relative aggregate labour productivity when compared with Australia.

During the period after WWII until the 1970s Canadian labour productivity remained well above the

Australian level. After the 1970s relative aggregate labour productivity declined but remained in Canada’s

favour. Sectoral analysis reveals that relative labour productivity had peaked in services directly following

WWII and had been on the decline throughout this period. It was industry that had sustained the large

Canadian advantage over Australia in aggregate productivity from WWII until the 1970s. Relative labour

productivity in industry began to decline in the 1970s and with it the aggregate series followed. Hence,

Canadian productivity after WWII was maintained by the impressive growth in Canadian industry relative

to Australia during this period.

VII Explaining Divergent Outcomes

VII.1 Creation of Explanatory Variables

A significant contribution of this paper is to quantitatively approach the question of why Canada caught

up and overtook Australia in output per capita. This required creation of variables to isolate factors in

different growth experiences. As previously discussed, authors have suggested the proximity to the United

States and the importance of access to its markets through trade, the influence of foreign technology, the

quality of labour markets and the role of staple exports. I have decided to focus on the determinants of

growth that are most likely to show variation between resource abundant, low-population density countries

with reasonably similar European institutions. The variables chosen relate broadly to changes in the size,

direction, and nature of trade, the transfer and adoption of foreign technology and the significance of low

value added staple resources. Ideally, I would also like to address the potential variance in labour market

rigidity, however this has proven more difficult empirically.

Canadian trade and customs data has been collected and organised from the Tables of Trade and Naviga-

tion of the Dominion of Canada or Reports of the Department of Customs for years before WWI, and from

the Annual Report of the Trade of Canada for years after WWI. The Trade and Navigation volumes sepa-

rate exports and imports into categories for produce of: mine, fishing, forestry, animal products, agriculture,

miscellaneous, and manufactures. Annual Reports provide the data in categories for products of: vegetable,

animal, textile, wood & paper, iron, metals, chemicals and miscellaneous. Linking the categories is time
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consuming and impractical over a long period. However, I am concerned only with the rising importance of

manufactured goods as measured through exports. This category remains fairly consistent as Annual Reports

of the Trade of Canada provide the share of fully and partially manufactured goods in exports. The produce

of manufactures from the Trade and Navigation volumes represents fully manufactured goods and links up

closely with later reports. Trade data are available showing the destination country, allowing creation of a

series for exports to both the United States and United Kingdom by degree of manufacture. In order to cal-

culate the real value of staple exports I have observed quantities and values of the most significant low-value

added staple resources exported for Canada and Australia. This allowed me to convert the nominal export

values into real values for each specific staple export without relying on a broad deflator. Exports of the

staples chosen represent between 50% to 90% of the share of total exports for either country in most years.

Australian trade and customs data is slightly more complicated due to idiosyncrasies from the individual

colonies before federation. Detailed data from 1899 onward are available for the entire Australian Common-

wealth from Australian Bureau of Statistics publications on the Annual Statement of the Commonwealth of

Australia. Moreover, colonies were treated as foreign countries for purposes of data collection before feder-

ation. Hence, summary statistics on foreign trade make an inappropriate comparison with Canadian data

unless adjusted for inter-colonial trade. For data before 1899 I have had to rely on data from the Statistical

Register for New South Wales and Statistical Register for Victoria in each individual year in order to make

the appropriate adjustment for inter-colonial trade. Data for New South Wales and Victoria have been

spliced in 1899 with the data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics so that the data before 1899 reflects

the entire Australian Commonwealth. This gives me limited concern since New South Wales and Victoria

were the largest and most important of the colonies and represented the dominant share of Commonwealth

trade.

Other important data collected are on patenting in Canada and Australia. Canadian patent data indi-

cating the country of inventor are available for limited years in copies of the Canada Year Book. These data

are based on Annual Patent Reports published by the Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO). Unfor-

tunately the Annual Reports are difficult to obtain for the 19th century. I have filled gaps in the patent data

using the online Canadian Patent Database provided by the CIPO. The database does not contain strings

allowing inventors country to be isolated when searching through data before the late-20th century. Hence,

I have painstakingly recorded detailed information on each patent for the missing years between 1871 and

1891. Australian patent data differentiated by country of inventor is only available for New South Wales

and Victoria before federation. As with trade data, I have used data for New South Wales and Victoria as

representative of patterns in the entire Australian Commonwealth. In the case of patenting, it was necessary

for an inventor to apply for a patent in each colony separately before the patent act of 1904. As suggested

in Magee (1999), this implies that it might be appropriate to focus on patenting in either Victoria or New

South Wales but not both. I have spliced patent data for Victoria with post-federation data for the entire

Australian Commonwealth to form a continuous series.

Data on capital and labour flows have been taken from the Historical Statistics of Canada publication

available online and various Canada Year Books. Unfortunately, reliable data on immigration and foreign

investment were only relatively easily obtainable after 1900. I have included figures generated from these

data sets in the appendix but have chosen to exclude them from use in my quantitative analysis. As men-
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tioned, data on labour market quality were difficult to collect in a meaningful series. I have created a series

of nominal building trade wages in major Canadian and Australian cities. Using relative retail prices and

my aggregate PPP for 1936 I have produced a series of relative real wages in building trades.16 Changes

in this series have been compared to the intensity and frequency of industrial disputes and union member-

ship for both countries with little correlation. Hence, I have excluded this series from any detailed analysis.17

VII.2 Trade Flows

The most common debate on the importance of proximity to the United States surrounds growing Canada-

United States trade. Much emphasis has been placed on the significant opportunities afforded Canada

by its access to American markets. Pomfret (2000) has suggested Canada’s most important advantages

over Australia were exploited when partially or fully manufactured goods such as newsprint and consumer

durables (especially automobiles) could be exported to the United States. This suggests it was not until

the post-WWI period when Canada, after being decisively re-oriented from Europe to the United States,

diverged from Australia. Figures 11 and 12 provide information on the direction of Canadian trade with the

United States and the United Kingdom. It is clear that the share of total exports to the United States did

not come to dominate those going to the United Kingdom until the post-WWII period, well after Canada’s

initial catch-up in GDP per capita with Australia (and others). However, evidence does seem to suggest

some significance in manufactured exports shifting to the United States. Raw material exports show no real

re-orientation towards the United States until WWII and even after WWII the process is more gradual than

in manufactured goods. In contrast, the re-orientation of manufactured exports to the United States appears

to correlate with earlier periods of exceptional Canadian performance relative to Australia.

Interestingly, the share of total imports from the United States began to dominate those from the UK

as early as the 1880s. From the 1880s, Canadian trade policy was likely directed at bringing in lower cost

intermediate goods and raw materials from the United States. This implies Canadian entrepreneurs were

successful in obtaining imports from the United States during the ‘second industrial revolution’. This is sig-

nificant as United States imports may have represented not only cheaper access to intermediate goods and

raw materials needed in manufacturing but also a technology transfer from the leader in ‘second industrial

revolution’ industries.

‘Gradualist’ literature in Canadian economic history has placed significant weight on the early develop-

ment of a strong domestic manufacturing sector in Canada to explain previously unappreciated periods of

growth. Figure 13 shows the breakdown of total exports by degree of manufacture (See the appendix for

a figure showing the breakdown by commodity type). Although there was a gradual rise in the export of

manufactured goods in the late 19th century, this rise was unspectacular until WWI. It is interesting to note

that the share of manufactured goods was rising gradually even during the wheat boom period. In other

words, despite the presumption that wheat came to typify the staples story for many authors, the share of

non-manufactured exports was on the decline from the 1880s onward. One should be careful with analysis

16currently only carpenters wages can be used to cover the period from 1871 to the 1970s. This is not problematic as carpenter
wages are very close to the wages of masons, bricklayers and other skilled artisans in the building trades in all periods where
data are available.

17see the appendix for a figure on relative real building wages
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here since this does not imply that staple exports played a diminishing role as there are important indirect

linkages into other sectors of production such as manufacturing.

VII.3 Tariff Policy

In the late 19th century Canada moved decidedly towards a more protectionist trade regime based on tar-

iffs in manufacturing designed to promote industrialisation. The Cayley-Galt Tariff of 1858, the failure to

renegotiate reciprocity with the United States after 1866 and the National Policy Tariffs of 1879 typify the

19th century period of Canadian protectionism. The first movement towards openness occurred when the

Liberals took power in the 1890s with their eyes on dismantling the National Policy Tariffs. During WWI

Canada again looked towards a low tariff policy regime, most notably with relatively low barriers to U.S.

imports. The Great Depression interrupted this process. However, beginning in the early 1930s with Impe-

rial Preference (1932) and United States Reciprocity (1934) tariff barriers began to fall and declined below

the prevailing National Policy period.

Before the 1890s Australian tariff policy was diverse across colonies but comparatively open, with the free

traders of New South Wales and moderate Victorians representing the bulk of Australiasian imports. The

downturn of the 1890s led to a strong protectionist backlash and a large increase in duty on imports across

all of the colonies. This protectionism persisted after federation and did not really begin to decline until

the 1970s. Figure 14 displays relative Canadian/Australian average effective tariffs (measured as customs

collected over imports). From the implementation of National Policy Tariffs (1879) in Canada until the

1890s depression in Australia, Canada did have comparatively high tariffs. Average duties were generally

lower in Canada from the 1890s until the 1920s but not drastically. From the 1920s onward there was a

significant decline in relative duties in Canada until WWII. Broadberry & Irwin (2007) have identified that,

after 1920, the abrupt decline of Australian labour productivity in manufacturing correlates with Australia’s

sharp rise in import tariffs. My data confirm this, however in the Canadian comparison the 1920s indicate

an abrupt decline in Australian labour productivity in services rather than manufacturing, which faced a

more continuous decline beginning in the 1890s.

VII.4 Patenting

Economic historians have long appreciated that growth is heavily influenced by the adoption of new tech-

nologies. Many authors have debated, with no clear answer, the validity in using patents as a measure

of innovation or technological change across countries and over time.18 Ignoring this debate, I pursue an

approach more closely linked with that of Magee (1999) by suggesting that patent data can reveal some

information on the diffusion and/or adoption of foreign technology. Figure 15 displays the total Canadian

patents issued to foreigners relative to Canadians.19 The first patent issued in Canada to a foreign resident

was not until 1872. After 1872 the share of patents taken out in Canada by Americans increased dramat-

ically. From the 1880s to WWI approximately 70% of patents issued in Canada went to Americans. By

18good examples are various publications by Ken Sokoloff
19For a detailed breakdown see the appendix
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contrast, the share of American inventors taking out patents in New South Wales was approximately 10%

over this period. It is unlikely that American inventors would have attempted to take out patents in Canada

or Australia without expecting to get a return on their investment in intellectual property rights. Moreover,

Magee (1999) has noted that the Australian colonies had relatively strong patent rights in the late 19th

century which we can assume provided a good return on investment due to the long periods of protection

for a comparatively low cost with other Western countries.

The United States had begun its industrial revolution before WWI by focussing on the development of

a capital intensive, electricity using, mass market process of production. This American system of manufac-

turing brought with it efficiency gains through advances in professional management and the development

of dedicated research departments. The United States was pushing the technology frontier and Canada was

clearly impacted by this process. Even casual observation of the patent data makes a convincing case for

technology transfer from the United States playing a substantial role in Canadian growth.

Figure 16 displays the patent significance index. This series represents the relative total patents issued in

Canada to the total of patent applications filed in Australia with 1871 as the base year. This has been done

to avoid any assumption that the total patenting in the two countries is in any way directly comparable as

a level of invention. Instead the index can be interpreted as the relative level of Canadian versus Australian

patenting in a given year compared with that relative level in 1871. Patenting in Canada relative to Australia

was higher than it was in 1871 throughout the period before WWI (with the exception of 1903/1904 where

patenting laws changed in Australia), similar in the interwar period and lower after WWII. This pattern

might be explained by the more isolated diffusion of American technology to Canada before WWI and a

greater diffusion of technology globally after WWII.

VII.5 Staple Resources

The ‘Staples Thesis’ as originally espoused by Harold Innis and extended by Watkins (1963; 2007) is well

known amongst economic historians and I will overlook the elaboration it deserves here. A battle has raged

in Canadian economic history over the importance of staples in Canadian growth from the late 19th century.

Staples are argued to have been key either directly as the economy biased production towards the staple

export or indirectly through linkages into manufacturing. Extended analysis on the importance of staples

I reserve for further research. Here I seek only to put the significance of staples growth in perspective by

comparing two staple exporting economies. The issue of resource advantages as the primary contributor to

output growth and productivity has been looked at in the case of Australia by both McLean (2003) and

Broadberry & Irwin (2001). These papers conclude that Australia’s early success in the 19th century was

due to large deposits of resources which were unable to sustain exceptionally high rates of long-run growth.

An important question is whether Canadian staple exports were central in catching-up with Australia.

Figures 17 and 18 display the real values of principal staple exports in each country. For a more detailed

study see the appendix for a figure looking at staple exports for Canada before WWI. Two significant pat-

terns are evident. Firstly, Canada had a much greater diversity in staple exports before WWI than Australia,

which was almost singularly focussed on wool. This is an interesting observation since the comparative di-

versity of staples has not been a feature of discussion in the standard staples theory. Secondly, a gap in
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the relative importance amongst competing staples opened after WWI. Wheat and lumber were extremely

dominant staples in Canada after WWI while wool and wheat were dominant in Australia (butter & cheese

or meat were occasionally a close third for either country). The implications of these observations are still

to be explored.

Figure 19 gives the staples significance index. As with patents, I have created an index that measures the

relative real value of the principal staples for Canada and Australia with a base year of 1871. Increases in

the index imply the real value of exports in Canadian/Australian staples is increasing relative to its position

in 1871. The index highlights the fact that in 1871 the Canadian/Australian real value of staples was very

high and not reached again until WWI. Analysis here must be conditioned on the fact that the relative value

of staples in 1871 could have favoured either Canada or Australia dramatically or very little and the index

says nothing on this.

VII.6 Results

Establishing the relative significance of principal explanations for Canadian versus Australian success is done

using a simple OLS framework. I have deliberately made no attempt to account for endogeneity or variations

in the functional form. This is based on the assumption that when looking at comparative growth over such

a long period, any attempt to add complexity to the modelling process would likely do more harm than good

in confusing the results. I begin with a ‘kitchen sink’ style regression by regressing relative GDP per capita

on all of the potentially relevant variables discussed. This regression includes a lag dependent variable to

account for annual changes that are not relevant to my thesis. The regression is improved on by removing

all of the variables that are statistically insignificant and less important theoretically. Independent variables

that are highly correlated with other more relevant variable are removed. The final regression discards the

lag dependent variable in order to prove the results are not dependent on the annual fluctuations not specif-

ically identified in the theory. Table 6 gives the results of these regressions.

Several observations can be drawn from the results. The total share of Canadian exports and the share

of Canadian raw material exports going to the United States are not statistically significant. However, the

share of total imports coming from the United States does seem to play some part in Canadian success. The

United States share of imports variable is less significant than the other explanatory variables but it may

suggest some story of technology transfer through imports or simply cheap raw materials and intermediate

goods used in production being significant. Both the share of fully manufactured goods exported and the

share of manufactured goods exported to the United States are significant. An interesting twist is that the

sign of the manufactured goods measure out of total exports is negative in all cases. This implies that it

was beneficial to have access to the United States market with respect to fully manufactured goods but that

focussing on manufactured goods over raw material exports was a hinderance to growth. Watkins (2007)

suggested that it should be no surprise to see resource rich countries focussing on the export of their com-

parative advantage goods while developing a successful manufacturing sector to satisfy domestic demand.

In other words, an ‘imbalanced’ production process towards the export staple resource was fully consistent

with standard economic theory. This result seems to support Watkins claim.

The importance of staple exports are further espoused by the strong and robust significance of the relative
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staples index. When the real value of Canadian staple exports relative to Australia grows above what the

ratio was in 1871 there is a positive impact on Canadian relative real GDP per capita. Given the inclusion

of various export variables to control for the effect of trade with the United States, this seems to further

support a staples thesis of growth. A more ‘imbalanced’ focus on the staple export will maximise competitive

advantage and promote relative growth in the long-run. In this sense, Australia was not doing enough to

imbalance its production towards staple exports rather than doing too much. This may fit nicely with a

story on Australia attempting to promote manufacturing through continued protection and failing to do this

efficiently. A dummy variable isolating the post-1890s wheat boom period as unique is insignificant and

negative.

Relative tariffs were included in the original regression with the assumption they might capture a measure

of competitiveness in markets that is not picked up by the trade variables. The threat of entry is impacted

by the level of protection and this might have been measured by relative tariffs. The other measure of

competitiveness is the one year lag of relative real building wages. It was hoped this variable may reflect

differences in the quality of labour markets. Both these were insignificant. I make no claim on this being the

result of the underlying argument not impacting relative growth or these variables being poor measures of

the underlying argument. Hence, the debate on the importance of any variance in institutions is unanswered.

The most striking result seems to come from the patenting variables intended to measure the transfer

and adoption of technology. The share of patents in Canada issued to foreigners has a very strong and

statistically significant impact on relative GDP per capita. It appears Canada benefitted significantly from

foreign technology transfer relative to Australia. Clearly the proximity to the United States and the desire

of Americans to utilise profitable technology in the Canadian economy was important. The prospect that

this was the most significant factor in Canadian proximity to the United States has received little attention.

More work here is needed and a detailed look at Canadian patenting appears worthwhile.

The patent index is also significant but has a negative sign. This implies that an increase in the total

number of patents taken out in Canada relative to Australia in comparison with the 1871 ratio has a neg-

ative impact on relative GDP per capita. This seems counter-intuitive but it may simply reflect the fact

that patents issued or applied for are not especially relevant in a cross-country framework. It might also

reflect idiosyncrasies in the two patent systems, especially considering the disconnected nature of intellectual

property rights in Australia before federation.

A final set of regressions have been included to highlight the results when relative real GDP per capita

is replaced by a relative three year moving average of the GDP per capita growth rate. Converting the

dependent variable into a growth rate allows the inclusion of a lag GDP per capita variable to measure

catch-up growth. The lag GDP per capita variable has the correct negative sign and is statistically signifi-

cant, indicating that catch-up growth does explain some relative Canadian growth. However, it is apparent

the share of patents taken out in Canada by foreigners and the staples index are both significant variables

in explaining the strong relative growth rate of Canadian GDP per capita, as well as its level. Conclusions

on the importance of these factors is clearly robust.
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VIII Conclusion

When compared with Australia, instead of the United States, Canadian industry and services appear to

have performed extremely well in statistics on real output and labour productivity. Growing in size and

importance these two sectors were relatively efficient in Canada. In contrast, growth in the agricultural

sector seems to have been less significant in the Canadian success story when compared with other resource

rich countries like Australia, at least directly. Indirectly, agriculture likely provided a boom in the early-20th

century that generated efficiency gains and spill-over effects for the development of industry and services. In

export production manufactures did grow in importance and there was an eventual boom in manufactures,

especially those exported to the United States. This can be seen in the change in the composition of exports

towards higher value intermediate and final goods. Much of this shift was related to the proximity and role

of the United States. It was during this period that the United States overtook the United Kingdom as the

principal export market for Canada.

The results also show that staples remained a key factor in Canadian export-led growth. Canada was

extremely successful in maximising the opportunities provided to resource abundant countries by perfecting

the ‘imbalanced production’ that was characteristic of staple exporters. Exports of the staple resource show

up not only in the sector where they are produced but also in other sectors through linkages. The effect of

staples show up in fully manufactured goods through their conversion as intermediate inputs. In contrast,

Australia did not maximise its comparative advantages or was not as successful in generating comparable

productivity gains in industry and services by exploiting linkages. Australia focussed its trade policy on the

protection of domestic manufacturing which may have actually hindered the growth process by restricting

openness to trade and cutting off some of the advantages available to a staples economy. The final result was

a failure to develop a successful manufacturing and service sector to satisfy domestic demand and generate

comparatively high sustained growth.

A significant observation in this research appears to be the importance of technology transfer and adop-

tion. Canada issued a significantly higher level of patents to foreigners (mainly Americans) relative to the

domestic population. This should not be viewed as a lack of innovativeness on the part of Canadians as

Canada was not on the technology frontier. It made sense to maximise the use of cost-efficient foreign

technology. Large levels of R&D spending in the United States generated high levels of innovation that had

spillover benefits for Canada. Even if the technology was not originally designed to suit Canadian factor

prices, it must have been cost-effective to use this technology and/or adapt it in Canada given the investment

of American inventors on Canadian patent rights. In economic theory technological change is the most impor-

tant factor in explaining sustained long-run growth and its significance is supported empirically in my results.
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Table 1: Real GDP per Capita, Employment & Labour Productivity (1871=100)

Real GDP per Capita
Year Agriculture Industry Services Aggregate Agriculture Industry Services Aggregate
1871 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1881 156 144 156 153 211 186 160 178
1891 152 217 243 198 305 277 237 263
1901 217 285 401 294 226 255 278 260
1911 299 585 827 542 447 371 413 405
1921 215 529 982 542 437 415 514 465
1931 304 920 1775 935 579 376 544 492

1941/38 303 1633 2633 1391 634 674 756 705
1950 330 2272 3487 1839 948 1001 1026 1003
1960 398 3717 5463 2870 692 1729 1824 1581
1970 486 6435 9276 4822 901 2953 3185 2680
1980 535 8864 15010 7309 1144 3762 4866 3791
1990 679 10842 19709 9387 1475 4849 6845 5154
2000 728 13770 25762 12102 2014 6356 9760 7139
2007 733 14867 31970 14390 1780 7867 12351 8829

Employment
Year Agriculture Industry Services Aggregate Agriculture Industry Services Aggregate
1871 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1881 116 112 139 119 – – – –
1891 129 119 203 138 168 158 232 185
1901 126 143 258 152 200 174 297 222
1911 168 217 475 232 246 236 365 282
1921 186 227 623 269 266 251 436 317
1931 204 288 826 329 288 212 465 317

1941/38 204 438 838 372 299 347 541 398
1950 176 554 1144 439 270 511 746 523
1960 122 607 1723 517 252 595 947 618
1970 92 720 2573 671 229 792 1375 831
1980 89 836 3644 876 223 737 1802 951
1990 92 866 4668 1053 228 703 2437 1150
2000 79 923 5448 1190 233 703 2928 1315
2007 83 959 6411 1359 192 819 3502 1541

Labour Productivity
Year Agriculture Industry Services Aggregate Agriculture Industry Services Aggregate
1871 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1881 134 129 112 129 – – – –
1891 118 182 120 143 182 175 102 142
1901 172 200 155 193 113 146 94 117
1911 178 269 174 234 181 157 113 144
1921 116 233 158 202 165 165 118 147
1931 149 319 215 284 201 177 117 155

1941/38 148 373 314 374 212 194 140 177
1950 187 410 305 419 351 196 138 192
1960 326 612 317 555 275 291 193 256
1970 525 894 361 719 393 373 232 322
1980 599 1060 412 834 513 510 270 399
1990 740 1252 422 891 648 690 281 448
2000 916 1492 473 1017 864 904 333 543
2007 884 1551 499 1059 927 960 353 573

Canadian Sources: Altman (1992), Urquhart (1986; 1965), Buckley et al. (1983), CEO (Various),
COC (Various), Firestone (1958), KLEMS (2008), CANSIM (Various)
Australian Sources: Butlin (1962), Haig (2002), CBCS (Various), ABS (Various), AYB (Various),
Broadberry (2003), Butlin & Dowie (1969)
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Table 2: Real GDP & Employment Shares (% of Total)

Real GDP
Canada Australia

Year Agriculture Industry Services Agriculture Industry Services
1871 43 25 32 19 35 47
1881 43 24 33 22 36 42
1891 33 27 40 22 37 42
1901 31 24 44 16 34 50
1911 24 27 49 20 32 48
1921 17 24 59 17 31 52
1931 14 25 62 22 27 52

1941/38 9 29 61 17 33 50
1950 8 31 61 18 35 48
1960 6 32 62 8 38 54
1970 4 33 62 6 38 55
1980 3 30 67 6 34 60
1990 3 29 68 5 33 62
2000 3 28 69 5 31 64
2007 2 26 72 4 31 65

Employment
Canada Australia

Year Agriculture Industry Services Agriculture Industry Services
1871 56 28 16 28 39 33
1881 55 26 19 – – –
1891 52 24 24 25 33 42
1901 47 26 28 25 31 45
1911 41 26 34 24 33 43
1921 39 23 38 23 31 46
1931 35 24 41 25 26 49

1941/38 31 32 37 21 34 45
1950 23 35 43 14 38 48
1960 13 32 54 11 38 51
1970 8 30 63 8 37 55
1980 6 26 68 6 30 63
1990 5 23 72 5 24 71
2000 4 21 75 5 21 74
2007 3 19 77 3 21 76

Canadian Sources: Altman (1992), Urquhart (1986; 1965), COC (Various), Firestone (1958),

Buckley et al. (1983), KLEMS (2008), CANSIM (Various)

Australian Sources: Butlin (1962), Haig (2002), CBCS (Various), AYB (Various),

Broadberry (2003), Butlin & Dowie (1969), ABS (Various)
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Table 3: 1936/37 PPP Manufacturing

Australia
Sector PPP Value Added (%)

Food, Drink & Tobacco 4.54 24
Rubber Products 5.08 1
Skins & Leather 2.96 2

Textile & Textile Goods 5.69 6
Clothing 4.81 9

Woodworking, Furniture & Other 3.46 8
Industrial Metals, Implements & Other 4.31 34

Precious Metals, Jewellery & Plate 3.67 1
Non-metalliferous Mine Products 4.10 6

Chemicals, Paint, & Oils 3.46 7
Miscellaneous Products 3.32 1

AUS Manufacturing PPP 4.32
Canada

Sector PPP Value Added (%)
Vegetable Products 4.93 19
Animal Products 4.54 9

Textiles & Textile Products 5.37 14
Wood & Paper Products 2.37 21

Iron & Its Products 4.65 15
Non-Ferrous Metals 3.67 9

Non-Metallic Mineral Products 4.58 6
Chemicals & Chemical Products 3.68 6

Miscellaneous Industries 4.30 2
CAN Manufacturing PPP 4.17

Manufacturing PPP 4.25

Notes: Manufacturing PPP is a geometric mean of AUS & CAN PPPs
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Table 4: 1936/37 PPP Agriculture, Industry & Services

Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing
Australia Canada

Sector PPP Value Added (%) PPP Gross Output (%)
Agriculture 3.51 32 3.38 84

Dairying & Fishing 2.78 19 2.01 10
Pastoral 4.47 49 5.04 6

AUS Agriculture PPP 3.84
CAN Agriculture PPP 3.35

Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing PPP 3.59

Industry
Australia Canada

Sector PPP Value Added (%) PPP Value Added (%)
Mining 4.84 12 4.84 20

Manufacturing 4.25 65 4.25 72
Construction 4.21 23 4.21 9

AUS Industry PPP 4.31
CAN Industry PPP 4.36

Industry PPP 4.34

Services
Australia Canada

Sector PPP Value Added (%) PPP Value Added (%)
Transport & Communications 2.05 11 2.05 36

Property & Finance 6.48 18 6.48 29
Personal, Professional & Domestic 2.71 71 2.71 34

AUS Services PPP 3.31
CAN Services PPP 3.58

Services PPP 3.45

Notes: Sectoral PPPs are a geometric mean of AUS & CAN Sectoral PPPs
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Table 5: Aggregate PPPs

1936/37 PPP
Australia Canada

Sector PPP Value Added (%) Value Added (%)
Agriculture 3.59 25 12

Industry 4.34 25 33
Services 3.45 50 55

AUS Aggregate PPP 3.71
CAN Aggregate PPP 3.76

Aggregate PPP 3.73

1997 PPP
Australia Canada

Sector PPP Value Added (%) Value Added (%)
Agriculture 1.06 3 2

Industry 0.84 25 28
Services 0.82 72 70

AUS Aggregate PPP 0.83
CAN Aggregate PPP 0.83

Aggregate PPP 0.83

Notes: Aggregate PPPs are a geometric mean of AUS & CAN Aggregate PPPs

Sources: As above & KLEMS (2008)
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Table 6: Results

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES RELGDP RELGDP RELGDP GRORTE GRORTE

RELGDPLAG 0.679*** 0.734*** -0.161*** -0.162***
(0.0577) (0.0547) (0.0576) (0.0549)

EXPUS -0.0814 -0.107
(0.0899) (0.0809)

IMPUS 0.260* 0.217* 1.017*** 0.0479 0.0571
(0.144) (0.129) (0.140) (0.119) (0.111)

RAWUS 0.0967 0.0594
(0.0774) (0.0745)

MANUS 0.0963* 0.0912*** 0.326*** 0.0623 0.0484*
(0.0500) (0.0286) (0.0340) (0.0387) (0.0279)

MAN -0.136* -0.0683* -0.116** -0.0839 -0.0711**
(0.0783) (0.0371) (0.0473) (0.0773) (0.0336)

RELTAR -0.0319 0.00135
(0.0331) (0.0309)

RRWLAG -0.0116 -0.00190
(0.0457) (0.0340)

PATFOR 0.335*** 0.165** 0.277* 0.253*** 0.251***
(0.0840) (0.0797) (0.155) (0.0764) (0.0696)

PATIND -0.0331** -0.0396*** -0.105*** -0.0240* -0.0211*
(0.0136) (0.0120) (0.0217) (0.0124) (0.0112)

STAIND 0.109*** 0.0965*** 0.135*** 0.0612*** 0.0619***
(0.0274) (0.0267) (0.0422) (0.0213) (0.0205)

WHTBM -0.0634 -0.152
(1.787) (1.397)

Constant -17.34** -7.959 -11.93 -9.123 -11.63**
(8.129) (5.982) (12.89) (7.848) (5.691)

Observations 103 105 105 103 104
R2 0.963 0.961 0.896 0.214 0.197

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Figure 3: Canadian/Australian PPP Adjusted Aggregate Real GDP Per Capita

Sources: See Table 1 & PPP Tables

Figure 4: Canadian/Australian PPP Adjusted Real GDP Per Capita in Agriculture

Sources: See Table 1 & PPP Tables
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Figure 5: Canadian/Australian PPP Adjusted Real GDP Per Capita in Industry

Sources: See Table 1 & PPP Tables

Figure 6: Canadian/Australian PPP Adjusted Real GDP Per Capita in Services

Sources: See Table 1 & PPP Tables
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Figure 7: Canadian/Australian PPP Adjusted Aggregate Labour Productivity

Sources: See Table 1 & PPP Tables

Figure 8: Canadian/Australian PPP Adjusted Labour Productivity in Agriculture

Sources: See Table 1 & PPP Tables
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Figure 9: Canadian/Australian PPP Adjusted Labour Productivity in Industry

Sources: See Table 1 & PPP Tables

Figure 10: Canadian/Australian PPP Adjusted Labour Productivity in Services

Sources: See Table 1 & PPP Tables
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Figure 11: Share of Canadian Imports from and Exports to the United States and United Kingdom

Sources: CYB (Various), Buckley et. al. (1983)

Figure 12: Relative United States and United Kingdom Shares of Canadian Exports by Degree of Manufac-
ture

Sources: TNCAT (1869-1908), ARTC (1909-1982)
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Figure 13: Share of Total Canadian Exports by Degree of Manufacture

Sources: TNCAT (1869-1908), ARTC (1909-1982)

Figure 14: Canadian & Australian Relative Duties on Imports

Sources: DBS (Various), Buckley et. al. (1983), CBS (Various), SRNSW (Various), VYB (Various), YBWA (Various)
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Figure 15: Share of Canadian Patents Issued to Foreign Residents

Sources: CYB (Various), CIPO (Online)

Figure 16: Canadian Patents Issued Relative to Australian Patent Applications in a Base Year (1871=100)

Sources: CYB (Various), CIPO (Online), SRVIC(Various), AYB(Various)
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Figure 17: Real Value of Principal Canadian Staple Exports (1911 Prices)

Sources: TNCAT (1869-1908), ARTC (1909-1982)

Figure 18: Real Value of Principal Australian Staple Exports (1911 Prices)

Sources: NSWSR (1871-1899), ASTA (1899-1976)
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Figure 19: Real Value of Principal Canadian/Australian Staple Exports in a Base Year (1871=100)

Sources: TNCAT (1869-1908), ARTC (1909-1982), NSWSR (1871-1899), SRVIC (1871-1899), ASTA (1899-1976)
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ix Appendix

Table 7: 1936/37 PPP by Agricultural subsectors

Agriculture
Australia Canada

Crop Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
All Barley Bushels 7336767 1522051 71922000 49512000 3.32

Corn (Husking) Bushels 7246383 1784716 9211400 14830000 6.54
Rye Bushels 126011 21011 4281000 2980000 4.17

Wheat Bushels 151389952 40471041 219218000 205327000 3.50
Hay (Total) Tons 3447647 12104079 14813000 112176000 2.16

Beans Bushels 64008 52607 876000 1790400 2.49
Peas Bushels 714105 205767 1229300 1991000 5.62

Potatoes Tons 474738 2235063 1796851 45125000 5.33
Beet (Sugar) Tons 31079 65266 595000 3416000 2.73

Turnips Tons 57960 183304 1733077 13382000 2.44
Grapes Tons 409016 4232694 10394 495200 4.60
Tobacco lb. 5198352 437446 46084000 9420200 2.43
Apples Bushels 10998866 2794633 13501971 9789000 2.85

Apricots Bushels 830280 288826 1300 4042 8.94
Cherries Bushels 218699 174580 186800 480300 3.22
Peaches Bushels 2132654 640433 429900 658000 5.10
Pears Bushles 2692207 669782 431300 602500 5.62
Plums Bushels 1115129 333186 158700 241700 5.10

Raspberries cwt. 74706 82938 84778 703900 7.48
Strawberries cwt. 23214 54637 308679 1929100 2.66

Pastoral
Australia Canada

Crop Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Wool lb. 982831449 67487759 18929000 2782000 4.25
Beef lb. 233851658 3036239 12416000 830000 5.15
Pork lb. 32956097 1022121 174493000 28097000 5.19

Mutton lb. 208458246 5233652 232000 39000 6.70

Dairying & Fishing
Australia Canada

Crop Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Butter lb. 19296080 1218908 106381000 19704000 2.93
Cheese lb. 762231 36640 1032300 138028 2.78
Eggs doz. 16473894 954578 1204000 326000 4.67
Fish cwt. 556645 1369332 9443776 30705714 1.32

Lobsters doz. 151838 142943 1888487 4383428 2.47
Oysters cwt. 74283 102683 42466 189922 3.24

Sources: Australian Production Bulletin #31, Summary of Australian Production Statistics for 1936/37,
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Historical Statistics of Canada 1965, Canada Year Book 1937
Notes: Conversions Used: 32 dry quarts = 1 bushel, 1 bushel (fruit) = 0.021772 metric ton, 1 metric ton =
22.04623 cwt (short), doz. lobsters = 15 lbs (average), 1 lb = 0.01 cwt. (short), 1 bbl. = 3.281 bushels
Data on Cattle, Pork & Mutton is based on value and quantity of exports of major agricultural products,
Data for Canada on Butter and Cheese are based on Farm (Dairy) Butter and Farm Cheese while data for
Australia are based on average metropolitan prices by state of Cheese and Prime Quality Butter
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Table 8: 1936/37 PPP by Industrial subsectors

Class I - Treatment of Non-metalliferous & Quarry Products
Australia Canada

Product Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Coke Tons 1489896 1755150 2246306 17162838 6.49

Tar (Crude) gal. 24997979 342159 32192130 1340754 3.04
Tar (Refined) gal. 2822305 43883 6411014 610209 6.12
Quick Lime Tons 73091 195356 372511 2843185 2.86

Hydrated Lime Tons 15397 56044 91742 587657 1.76
Cement (Portland) Tons 720093 2566740 769187 6908192 2.52

Class II - Bricks, Pottery, Glass, Etc.
Australia Canada

Product Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Bricks 000s 636815 1986731 130181 1934660 4.76

Fire Bricks 000s 30640 410519 2548 118923 3.48
Tiles sq. yd. 161751 124900 10860 13798 1.65

Class III - Chemicals, Dyes, Explosives, Paints, Oils & Grease
Australia Canada

Product Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Acetylene Gas c. ft. 17456284 144632 41315830 1016256 2.97

Oxygen c. ft. 54502865 142854 151500660 1438799 3.62
Paints (Water) lb. 3900204 74178 8802870 524415 3.13

Paints (All Other) gal. 1995366 1168490 4402432 8382188 3.25
Varnishes gal. 902503 306065 131659 69617 1.56
All Stains gal. 101842 49804 432951 547737 2.59

White Lead cwt. 141809 281105 136349 935442 3.46
Putty cwt. 61259 27179 57894 203412 7.92

Coconut Oil Tons 13587 422899 1465 246725 5.41
Linseed Cake Tons 24138 192755 1814 56525 3.90
Linseed Oil gal. 3121846 608184 4232027 3042278 3.69
Peanut Oil Tons 1462 73163 1715 292698 3.41
All Tallow cwt. 787537 996397 355157 1855825 4.13

Glue cwt. 256610 126616 317071 1469482 9.39
Bones, Etc. cwt. 73187 37418 77756 99020 2.49

Oil (Neatsfoot) gal. 148253 29266 323157 197501 3.10
Hides & Skins No. 1410350 928915 1327417 1739309 1.99
Soap (House) cwt. 742073 1319601 1023630 5828457 3.20
Soap (Scour) cwt. 20491 27911 1772 12336 5.11
Soap Powders cwt. 179561 429954 277180 2028398 3.06

Glycerine cwt. 60915 306203 95201 1176330 2.46
S. phosphate Tons 1090225 3579215 79724 990216 3.78
A. Sulphate Tons 22412 195967 91053 1936135 2.43

Sources: Australian Production Bulletin #31, Summary of Australian Production Statistics for 1936/37,
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Historical Statistics of Canada 1965, Canada Year Book 1937
Notes: Conversions Used: see above
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Class IV - Industrial Metals, Machines & Conveyances
Australia Canada

Product Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Pig Iron Tons 913406 2146118 170751 3327716 8.29

Direct Castings Tons 34542 291093 103822 11364315 12.99
Steel Castings Tons 17785 183065 28303 4782900 16.42
Pipes (Iron) Tons 4025 88239 749 95225 5.80
Pipe Fittings Tons 812 47165 3575 1007392 4.85

Motors No. 15238 237886 168184 3297134 1.26
Electric Batteries No. 14074629 473618 33441058 2303176 2.05

Bodies Made (Cars) No. 77191 6461314 419834 91242595 2.60
Axles No. 11164 11887 226595 1343611 5.57

Piston Rings No. 2629215 72886 6595173 692334 3.79
Complete Cycles No. 78059 370357 48571 947039 4.11
Vessels & Boats No. 392 73249 3255 621903 1.02

Forks (Farm) No. 81087 3825 540100 399809 15.69
Hoes No. 38508 4445 160087 81099 4.39
Rakes No. 61967 8994 121864 42957 2.43

Ploughs No. 10806 213156 38065 1170738 1.56
Cultivators No. 12500 341533 5683 376531 2.42

Harrows No. 9059 49622 19311 355029 3.36
Drills (Garden) No. 4582 223758 7358 964582 2.68

Metal Rods cwt. 74140 343236 66625 1060307 3.44
Fencing Wire Tons 31404 501815 8604 800568 5.82

Fencing Wire (Barbed) Tons 8690 185251 10651 709426 3.12
Wire (Iron & Steel) Tons 73194 1119882 19903 1204754 3.96

Nails Tons 8834 211051 56162 4022216 3.00
Stoves (All) No. 34440 180667 302475 9457364 5.96
Gas Meters No. 37165 130930 13240 165251 3.54

Lead Pipes & Tubes cwt. 22548 53290 22804 242003 4.49
Lead Sheets cwt. 57163 121625 20424 171464 3.95

Class VI - Textiles & Textile Goods
Australia Canada

Product Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Cotton Tweed & Denims s. yd. 4566443 477942 303727301 36976159 1.16

Woollens & Flannels s. yd. 30324063 4987265 16309907 18067206 6.74
Blankets Pairs 628131 638391 1810473 3866123 2.10

Rugs & Shawls No. 206513 134761 16212 156288 14.77
Underwear - Artificial Silk doz. 815088 959992 729950 2896448 3.37

Underwear - Cotton doz. 558161 387720 1844209 7609998 5.94
Underwear - Wool doz. 392463 621635 259458 2462066 5.99
Underwear - Other doz. 71239 44379 531481 4602630 13.90
Female Nightwear doz. 28851 72408 72953 1648351 9.00

Female Dresses or Robes doz. 8761 51864 1081483 24522664 3.83
Bathing Suits doz. 47260 194108 58324 898276 3.75

Cardigans & Sweaters doz. 378107 1201544 502362 5960523 3.73
Ropes & Cables cwt. 77655 251349 98499 1412283 4.43
Twine (Binder) cwt. 80806 290949 643650 4493412 1.94

Twine (Shop & Other) cwt. 50090 274714 75070 1467901 3.57

Sources: Australian Production Bulletin #31, Summary of Australian Production Statistics for 1936/37,
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Historical Statistics of Canada 1965, Canada Year Book 1937
Notes: Conversions Used: see above
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Class VII - Skins & Leather (not Clothing or Footwear)
Australia Canada

Product Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Leather (Sole) lb. 27172254 1664406 19312024 6014513 5.08

Leather (Harness) lb. 1645237 137140 3004071 846940 3.38
Leather (Upholstrey) sq. ft. 7685134 419826 957911 183515 3.51

Leather (Dressed & Upper) sq. ft. 22624599 1105857 68950831 11783792 3.50
Harness (Collars) No. 14394 16492 118377 299925 2.21

Saddles No. 9977 31103 1406 21004 4.79
Trunks No. 4660 3543 72202 403789 7.36

Handbags No. 466682 244916 1291959 1487198 2.19
School Bags No. 61765 18239 82020 88334 3.65

Leather Coats No. 15305 35713 183660 910157 2.12

Class VIII - Clothing
Australia Canada

Product Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Coats (Rubberized) No. 80300 56429 571912 994161 2.47

Coats (Oiled) No. 76101 66645 53848 176163 3.74
Corsets doz. 292324 815828 133774 2295842 6.15

Surgical Belts doz. 5212 10689 3689 134054 17.72
Hats (Fur Felt) doz. 126020 578132 134869 3127652 5.05

Hats (Wool Felt) doz. 79876 216406 209863 2392953 4.21
Hats (Straw) doz. 120323 293719 162675 1828493 4.60

Caps (all kinds) doz. 72993 76446 279002 1787076 6.12
Helmets doz. 5179 9314 17950 94791 2.94

Boots & Shoes (Men’s) Pairs 5425708 2613799 138904 179765 2.69
Boots & Shoes (Women’s) Pairs 5686263 2903365 50942 27325 1.05
Boots & Shoes (Children’s) Pairs 2195953 518445 90401 76001 3.56

Slippers (Men’s) Pairs 1870071 292651 312234 233513 4.78
Slippers (Women’s) Pairs 4468270 483178 1558451 981822 5.83
Slippers (Children’s) Pairs 1363878 76356 282048 136436 8.64

Uppers Pairs 141292 30517 19449606 33766942 8.04
Soles Pairs 1767572 87684 3464527 553510 3.22

Umbrellas No. 137233 48772 293916 380680 3.64

Sources: Australian Production Bulletin #31, Summary of Australian Production Statistics for 1936/37,
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Historical Statistics of Canada 1965, Canada Year Book 1937
Notes: Conversions Used: see above
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Class IX - Food, Drink & Tobacco
Australia Canada

Product Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Flour (Wheat) Tons 1228779 13194866 1327618 66003928 4.63

Bran (Wheat & Maize) Tons 270952 1663308 244862 4240352 2.82
Sharps & Screenings Tons 6443 64600 7382 125883 1.70

Breakfast Foods cwt. 289809 800291 926316 11751616 4.59
Macaroni & Vermicelli cwt. 34747 58535 377039 1849748 2.91

Cornflour (Maize) cwt. 93341 175649 356930 534917 0.80
Meal (Maize) cwt. 44677 14832 777514 1283883 4.97

Oatmeal (Oats) cwt. 358529 375721 122074 463408 3.62
Rice (Rice) cwt. 466422 426167 479982 1332981 3.04
Meal (Rice) cwt. 82660 31319 61340 67631 2.91

Flour & Meal (Rye) cwt. 1006 923 70834 226316 3.48
Pea Meal cwt. 753 495 236 3119 20.10
Split Peas cwt. 6920 5131 13691 43786 4.31

Pearl Barley cwt. 34597 26414 42436 117939 3.64
Bread (2lb loaf) 000s 365851 5853478 454644 47658574 6.55

Biscuits lb. 70933578 2308415 111659726 13282512 3.66
Raw & Refined Sugar Tons 1106547 22086266 481041 38067368 3.96

Molasses gal. 13445542 58102 3744741 352285 21.77
Golden Syrup & Treacle Tons 7766 185664 2472 169096 2.86

Confectionary (Choc) lb. 36378194 2109317 34834010 7794089 3.86
Confectionary (Other) lb. 57841675 2946518 46090722 6351992 2.71

Cocoa & Choc (Potable) lb. 3456541 86287 1432114 295249 8.26
Icing Sugar lb. 4845832 76748 28128131 1161049 2.61

Coffee lb. 3568991 241655 30032590 7888950 3.88
Cocoa lb. 65680 2141 7453961 1098361 4.52
Spices lb. 425559 24579 5117054 1162718 3.93

Custard Powder lb. 2696379 100877 504699 95831 5.08
Peanut Butter lb. 995521 79322 10045477 1106982 1.38
Baking Powder lb. 2056526 136247 10062499 1684243 2.53

Self-Raising Flour cwt. 662865 746126 64231 527549 7.30
Jams, Conserves & Jellies lb. 74707766 1902827 38947584 3846786 3.88

Fruits preserved (Apricots) lb. 12818901 194816 1919830 194603 6.67
Fruits preserved (Peaches) lb. 59121535 920889 12774939 1274251 6.40
Fruits preserved (Pears) lb. 34626859 580569 23194720 1850165 4.76

Fruits preserved (Berries) lb. 891021 23975 22705214 1475157 2.41
Fruits preserved (Other) lb. 8140163 178291 1738977 137027 3.60

Veg preserved (Asparagus) lb. 1427068 82459 2884068 472851 2.84
Veg preserved (Beans) lb. 2167548 67518 68601775 3770288 1.76
Veg preserved (Peas) lb. 1357027 31637 46546322 3020767 2.78

Veg preserved (Tomatoes) lb. 1206695 16675 85951174 3836638 3.23
Tomato Pulp cwt. 183848 94432 194968 710369 7.09

Pickles Pints 5542999 214272 9441289 1695230 4.64
Soup (Tomato & Other) Pints 5129669 153260 57398310 6256444 3.65
Vinegar or Substitute gal. 2902199 120599 4606993 1518543 7.93

Sources: Australian Production Bulletin #31, Summary of Australian Production Statistics for 1936/37,
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Historical Statistics of Canada 1965, Canada Year Book 1937
Notes: Conversions Used: see above
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Bacon & Ham lb. 70696566 2978401 168941239 31358801 4.41
Lard lb. 3416778 94632 53786476 6476781 4.35

Butter lb. 374195997 21132700 250931777 57662160 4.07
Casein lb. 5013545 102835 1411215 146455 5.06

Dried Butter Milk lb. 1802273 13614 921783 21594 3.10
Cheese lb. 43966608 1517373 119123483 15565813 3.79

Powdered Milk lb. 20076403 520562 71260219 4590727 2.48
Condensed Milk lb. 40356762 897959 12502406 957577 3.44

Pasteurized Cream lb. 10136956 303035 16046108 7784480 16.23
Preserved Meat lb. 27475965 569801 98052924 14687580 7.22

Ice Tons 372822 680515 343811 1393121 2.22
Salt (Refined) Tons 74117 170452 354996 1773144 2.17

Ale & Beer (Bulk) gal. 53343610 4154223 25576274 14937508 7.50
Ale & Beer (Bottled) gal. 20834758 3784404 31340585 28407199 4.99

Spirits p. gal. 4104479 631346 4098449 1838203 2.92
Wine (Fortified & Not) gal. 18361009 1545579 4380686 4158122 11.28

Tobacco (Plug) lb. 2407927 643526 3495756 3054984 3.27
Tobacco (Cut) lb. 9106093 3221370 19469300 19962465 2.90

Tobacco (Cigarette) lb. 4219203 1425605 48737777 12924145 0.78
Cigars No. 30430555 288847 119827000 5282500 4.64

Cigarettes 000s 2568244 3112212 5607228 43763029 6.44
Ice Cream gal. 3080745 951111 7517830 8926031 3.85

Class X -Forest Products & Milling
Australia Canada

Product Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Lumber Sawn s. ft. 30056439 222321 3412151000 61965540 2.46

Floorboards (Timber) s. ft. 50041609 697263 41218000 2263702 3.94
Casks No. 247 11314 15203 33935 0.05

Boxes (Butter) No. 5390734 295718 1530685 320524 3.82
All Handles No. 1396346 70719 25162452 926898 0.73

Class XI - Furniture, Bedding, Etc.
Australia Canada

Product Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Mattresses (Various) No. 149928 236777 624309 4208282 4.27

Class XIII - Rubber
Australia Canada

Product Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Rubber Footware Pairs 3609978 507144 16895643 19274250 8.12
Tyres & Tubes No. 3495089 4027176 5277077 28864301 4.75

Rubber Garments No. 153501 80820 571912 994161 3.30
Rubber (Floor Mats) lb. 386602 25525 4248915 562581 2.01

Rubber (Gloves) Pairs 194016 12288 725244 236776 5.15

Class XV - Miscellaneous Products
Australia Canada

Product Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Brushes (Hair & Cloth) Gross 3084 33020 7179 289630 3.77

Brushes (Nail) Gross 6825 13640 2055 19033 4.64
Brushes (Shaving) Gross 1644 12343 1149 39507 4.58

Brushes (Paint/Varnish) Gross 19741 150078 24926 764342 4.03
Brooms (Millet) Gross 10066 130330 23281 1081691 3.59

Brooms (Bassine) Gross 778 11786 1112 83499 4.96
Brooms (Hair) Gross 4093 49627 362 45538 10.38
Sticks (Hockey) doz. 94 578 55618 172142 0.50

Balls (Golf) doz. 84598 67961 50204 212524 5.27

Sources: Australian Production Bulletin #31, Summary of Australian Production Statistics for 1936/37,
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Historical Statistics of Canada 1965, Canada Year Book 1937
Notes: Conversions Used: see above
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Table 9: 1936/37 PPP by Mining subsectors

Metals
Metal Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)

Arsenic & Ore Tons 3592 66525 619 42491 3.70
Bismuth & Ore cwt. 365 8167 3642 360523 4.42

Cadmium cwt. 673 10799 7859 699465 5.55
Copper (Ingot & Ore) Tons 18892 796686 190978 39514101 4.91

Gold F. Oz. 1179751 10214404 3748028 77478612 2.39
Lead Tons 44871 766094 383180909 14993869 5.05

Manganese Ore Tons 72 243 221 1596 2.14
Platinum Oz. 47 410 131571 5320731 4.64

Silver Oz. 4162203 368481 18334487 8273804 5.10
Zinc & Concentrates Tons 269979 934921 151132 11045007 21.10

Minerals (Silicates, Sulfates, Phosphates & Others)
Mineral Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Felspar Tons 3691 10347 17846 154475 3.09

Fluorspar Tons 836 2166 75 900 4.63
Gypsum Tons 125594 92430 833822 1278971 2.08

Mica cwt. 555 7805 16016 74556 0.33
Phosphate Tons 175 131 525 4927 12.54

Salt Tons 66326 149234 391316 1773144 2.01

Rocks & Other Mining
Rock Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)

Asbestos cwt. 4780 4193 6642242 9958183 1.71
Coal & Brown Coal Tons 14415306 6987165 15229182 45791934 6.20
Diatomaceous Earth Tons 2778 6190 615 13650 9.96

Fireclay Tons 35408 12666 2437 17639 20.23
Limestone Flux Tons 409581 111161 3731548 3143872 3.10

Ochre & Ochre Clays Tons 676 1058 5854 69630 7.60
Oil (Crude Petroleum) gal. 3783 94 52513090 3421767 2.62

Sources: Australian Production Bulletin #31, Summary of Australian Production Statistics for 1936/37,
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Pg. 47 & 48, Table 75 & 77
Notes: Conversion Used: 1 lb = 0.0004536 metric tons, 1 metric tons = 22.04623 cwt. (short),
1 bbl (barrel crude) = 35 Imp. Gal. (42 U.S. Gal.)

Table 10: 1936/37 PPP by Construction subsectors

Housing
Dwellings Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)

Monthly House Rent 6 Room Unit 1 4.59 1 19.35 4.21

Sources: Australian Production Bulletin #31, Summary of Australian Production Statistics for 1936/37,
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Pg. 13 & 15, Table 12 & 16
Notes: House Rents are based on a geometric mean of modern & non-modern houses averaged monthly
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Table 11: 1936/37 PPP by Service subsectors

Transport & Communications
Australia Canada

Service Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Rail (Passenger) Earning Miles 1 0.005 1 0.021 4.55

Rail (Freight) Earning Miles 1 0.008 1 0.010 1.27

Property & Finance
Australia Canada

Service Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Wages/Salaries Employees 53300 11340000 82000 113000000 6.48

Professional, Personal & Domestic Services
Australia Canada

Service Unit Quantity Value (£) Quantity Value ($) PPP ($/£)
Wages & Salaries Employees 323372 67362000 552000 312000000 2.71

Sources: Historical Statistics of Canada, Australia Year Book, Butlin, N. G., Australian Domestic Product,
Investment & Foreign Borrowing 1861-1938/39, Property & Finance, “Wages and Salaries, Specified Financial
Institutions 1901-39 (£000’s)” Table 103, pg. 195, Butlin N. G. & J. A. Dowie, Estimates of Australian Work Force
and Employment, 1861-1961, “Average Annual Employment by Industry, 1890-1 to 1960-1” Table 6, pg. 153,
Urquhart, M. C. & K. A. H. Buckley, Historical Statistics of Canada, The Labour Force, “Paid Workers with Jobs
in the Labour Force, by Industry, 1931 to 1960” Table C152-162, pg. 65, Various other pages from sources above
Notes: For Australian “Average Earnings per Passenger Mile” I have weighted the receipts per passenger &
per ton mile for the 4 railway lines reported in the Australian Yearbook according to earnings (Converted into
pounds from shillings & pennies) see appendix below for weights. I have removed transport salaries and
employees from the total of services for Australia
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Figure 21: United States/United Kingdom Immigration into Canada

Sources: CYB (Various), Buckley et. al. (1983), CIS (Various)

Figure 22: United States/United Kingdom Foreign Investment in Canada

Sources: Buckley et. al. (1983)
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Figure 23: Relative PPP Adjusted Real Building Wages (1936 Prices)(AUS=100)

Sources: DBS (Various), Buckley et. al. (1983), CBS (Various), SRVIC (Various), NSWSR (Various), ALS (Various)

Figure 24: Share of Canadian Patents Issued by Inventors Country of Residency

Sources: CYB (Various), CIPO (Online)
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Figure 25: Real Value of Principal Canadian Staple Exports (1911 Prices)

Sources: TNCAT (1869-1908), ARTC (1909-1982)
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